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Oska Customer Testimonials 
 

Below are Chronic Pain product reviews taken from the Oska website and copied in their 

original format as posted by our customers. 
 

An OSKA user forever, 

I want to say thank you, from the bottom of my heart, thank you, from my family, thank you. I've had 

RSD/CRPS for a little over 20 years now. My pain has had me pretty much bed bound for the past year. I had 

been doing Ketamine Infusions for the last 10 years and they were helping a great deal until about a year and a 

half ago. They just weren't lasting. Then out of nowhere my Dr discontinued the Ketamine program. I was 

devastated. My older daughter is getting married in October. I had no clue what to do or how I was going to get 

through or even be able to attend her wedding. Let me just say that I will be dancing at her wedding now, 

thanks to Steve and OSKA !!  

I have missed out on so many parties, dinners, vacations, my daughter's engagement party and more over the 

years.  I'm so thrilled that I won't have to miss out on life anymore.  

I'm so happy to have met Steve, through odd circumstances really, he's changed my life forever, and my 

family's life too. Fate has certainly brought us together. I will also say that I am determined to make sure that I 

help in anyway bringing OSKA into the different pain communities so that every single person can finally get 

relief from their pain and start living their lives again. So please make sure that you don't run out of OSKAs. 

LOL 

I am so excited about the future for OSKA and the pain community. Thank you so much, I can't say it enough. I 

wish there was something else, more I could do to express how thankful I am.  

Tracey Morales 

Invisible Illness Artwork by Tracey 

I CAN'T LIVE WITHOUT IT NOW 

I've used the Oska Pulse for about 6 weeks and seriously could not live without it now. I was very skeptical at 

first as to how this little device would reduce my pain, however was willing to give anything a go. I have 

fibromyalgia, endometriosis and suffer from chronic headaches/migraines. My pain areas and pain levels 

change on a daily basis. I use the Oska Pulse every day as part of my routine and just move it around to where 

my pain is that day. My lower back pain is the worst and most consistent so I usually wear the Oska Pulse 

around my waste underneath my clothing and sometimes put it in my pocket. Over the last few weeks I've 

drastically reduced the pain medication I was taking and am finally feeling more myself again. With my pain 

levels a lot lower and some pain free days I have even gone for a long walk with my son and braved the gym..... 

first time in over 5 years... and I actually felt okay after exercising. That was the turning point for me. Everyone 

says when you have chronic pain you should exercise because it lowers the pain but when you have it you just 

physically can't even imagine getting out of the house to exercise in the first place. I love that I've found a drug 

free option with no side effects. That's my dream come true! Tanya Servodio  
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Oska has changed my life 

It took a while for me to start using it regularly but once I did, WOW What a difference. I'd had chronic pain in 

my neck/shoulder for 3 years, so bad that I couldn't write by hand, do anything that required much movement of 

that shoulder (dance, paint, etc), or even wear a bra without pain. After a couple of months of regular Oska use, 

I attended a conference and wrote for 2 days straight! That's when I knew it had worked. Since then I've started 

painting again (which I love) both on canvases, but also I recently painted an entire bedroom (alone) without 

any pain. I'm back to dancing and even wear a bra when I want to. It's amazing what Oska has done for me. I've 

also shared Oska with my family and have seen amazing things from back pain relief, to speedy wound healing, 

and my step-dad's hip pain is reduced enough that he's walking again (which he hadn't done in many months). 

So, yes, 

 

Working for me 

Purchased Oska to use for fibromyalgia pain and other pain. Shortly after getting it I developed severe 

tendonitis. Oska and topical pain relief are the only things I used, and I just completed a vacation pulling 

luggage which would not have been possible. 

– Weldon P. from United States  
 

My Life is Coming Back Slowly 
In January of 2014 I slipped and fell on black ice at work. I hurt my knees and my right hand and wrist. I was in 

a removable cast but my hand was still hurting. In March of 2014 I started Occupational Therapy I couldn't 

tolerate ice, I was telling my Therapist that my hand, fingers, and wrist were in constant pain. I would wash my 

hair and my right hand would touch my hair and it would feel different. I had a tough time touching my clothes, 

towels, so many things would bother me. In April of 2014 my Therapist and Doctor said have you heard of 

Complex Regional Pain Syndrome. I'm like No I have not. They explained it to me and felt that I had it. I have 

been through three Pain Management doctors and the one I go to now has been Awesome! But last Summer I 

was in the hospital for kidney infections, stones, & going septic. In the past with the other two Pain Doctors 

they put me on a lot of medications which I feel that's what made me sick. In 2015 I started a Facebook Chronic 

Pain Group where Tracey Morales became part of the group. And a few months ago she showed a video about 

how Oska has helped her. So I figured hey let's give it a try!! It has helped me. Plus I also have fell because I 

have vertigo and busted up my knees and ankle. I put the Oska on and it has truly helped me!! It has helped me 

sleep a few nights and I'm not on my sleeping pills this month and I'm not in my muscle relaxers either. My 

worst months for me are Fall & Winter. Spring & Summer are great months. 

– Jessica Clinton  
 

Finally some Relief!! 

I have had CRPS and Fibromyalgia for 5 years and was just diagnosed with Ehlors Danlos syndrome in 

September. My dad bought me my oska because for the past week I have been immense amounts of pain to the 

point where I couldn't move at all! When he ordered it, I received it within 3 days. Right away it helped with 

my chronic migraines. It took a while for it to help with my legs but since CRPS is worse than my headaches it 

didn't surprise me. After using it for about a week it has helped drastically! I can't wait to see how much more it 

helps!! 

– Destiny Warner  
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My husband was the biggest sceptic 

My husband has suffered with chronic neck and back problems for over 20 yrs and is very sceptical of any 'new 

gadget' to help with this... He tried it to humor me and now, much to his surprise, his 'blue mouse' travels with 

him wherever he goes!!! 

– Jacqueline C. from Australia 
 

Best EVER! 

I read many reviews before buying the oska pulse and they were all good....but...I was very skeptical. How 

could this possibly work All I know is that I totally adore this product and use it anywhere it hurts. Ive had back 

surgery, have fibromyalgia, RA and other pain conditions. Im always in pain but after using my oska pulse the 

area is better. Im functional. Im amazed. Now if they could Make an entire body one i would be pain free. My 

main comment is: this work! 

– Sarah T. from United States 
 

My Experience With OSKA 

I have RSD/CRPS, TN and Fibro. I’m amazed at the relief I've experienced with using the OSKA on my 

head/face. I’ve tried many different medications and treatments with no relief. I was battling a bad face/head 

flare…My face was swollen, red, hot, eyelashes were painful, and the hair on my head was hurting pretty bad. I 

put the OSKA on the chair by my shoulder and turned it on. I did a few of the 30 minute treatments throughout 

the day. By the end of the day my symptoms were reduced. My hair didn’t hurt, face swelling was gone and 

color was back to normal. I also have RSD/CRPS in my arms and legs. I have found that the OSKA reduces the 

allodynia greatly for me. I still experience it but not as heightened or consistently. Also feel like it reduces my 

anxiety….I feel calm and relaxed using this. I’m amazed with this product and the relief I have received. I also 

like that it is hand held, no wires, no vibrations or sticky pads to place. 

 

– Sara 
 

I received my oska pulse on 5/30/17 and was sceptical about using it for mt CRPS/RSD. My pain is in my right 

foot and leg. I cannot tell you how pleased I am with the results I am getting. CRPS causes me to have varied 

symptoms such as burning, intense spasms and difficulty with items touching my skin. My pain seemed to be 

getting worse and I am extremely weather sensitive. Started using the Oska pulse as soon as it was charged. It 

has been such a surprise to me that something wonderful was happening. The Oska was somehow making my 

spasms less intense and shortening the duration of my pain. I still have pain but when I get a pain flare up I use 

my Oska and the pain subsides to a much more tolerable level. Thank you so much for giving someone like me 

with intense chronic pain a different drug free treatment. I have been able to decrease my pain meds by 50%. 

As a former nurse I am familiar with what pain does to a person's life. Chronic pain now affects my life. I do 

not want to take more meds with side effects that are horrible. I know Oska has a 90 day money back guarantee 

but my Oska is not going back. 

– Connie Muellenbach   
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Love my OSKA 

First of all, Oska makes no sound, and has no movement. You can't feel a thing. This was the best investment I 

have ever made! I purchased my Oska in May and I am absolutely amazed at the difference in my pain level. I 

have had RSD/CRPS since 2010 along with serious back issues since 1986. My pain levels have been cut down 

so much that I am actually at the point now that I can go out to dinner and sit through an entire meal with out 

needing to stand up half way through my meal and walk around or go lay down in the car for a little while. That 

is huge for me. I can spend almost an entire day out of the house and not be ready to die of pain when I get 

home. Where my pain level would be at a 10+ when I got home after a day or half a day, now my level is at a 4. 

That's incredible. The Oska is so worth getting! You will get your life back. I have used mine for my TMJ, 

migraines, and neck pain as well and my other condition. 

– Lynda  

 

I was skeptical but it DOES work. 

I suffer from Ehlers Danlos Syndrome. I have been on every pill under the sun and nothing was really helping. 

Tramadol was taking the edge off but in no way giving me a quality of life. I was leaving the house only a 

couple of times a week. I haven't worked in 5 years. I was literally a prisoner in my own home. The pain was 

affecting my mental health in a big way. Well, when I was sent the Oska, I was skeptical. My husband and I 

looked at it and figured it was just a flashy box and we thought no way was it going to work. The strongest pain 

killers weren't touching my pain. Well a few weeks into using my Oska my husband went to go and fill up my 

pill box. He was stunned, the box was practically full. He said "you know you haven't been taking your meds, 

right?" I realised that I had only been taking 2 a day (I was previously on the max dose). We were gobsmacked. 

This device absolutely works. I have showed it to my pain specialist who believes the technology works. I have 

since upped my use and the effects have been even greater. My POTS symptoms have improved also. Now, this 

isn't going to magically going to stop your joints from dislocating and the pain that goes along with that but the 

day to day, excruciating pain has all but vanished. I'm now thinking about going back to work, I can push my 

daughter on the swings, I was running around playing hide and seek the other day. Thank you, Steve and thank 

you to all at Oska. 

– Evie Evans Nevin 

 

I have CRPS, fibromyalgia, chronic neck and back pain torn rotator cuffs 

Amazing results :thumbsup:I am shocked how much it helps all my pain:flushed:I rotate it around my body 

throughout the day because it has helped the CRPS so much that I want to use it for other very painful areas 

too:thumbsup:It works when used correctly and love it❣️ 

– Tiffany D. from United States 
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Amazing Results 

I'm now into my 2nd month of using my OSKA which I have nicknamed "Oskie." Oskie has has given me my 

life back and for tthat I am eternally grateful. I am no longer lying in bed 24/7 in terrible pain. I am able to 

function more like a normal human being. I have RSD/CRPS, Fibromyalgia, along with intractable skeletal 

spactisity. I have had chronic back pain for over 30 years as well. The fact that Oskie has been able to help my 

pain level drop as much as it has, in my opinion, is nothing short of a miracle. I never thought I would find 

something that would help me live as close to a painfree life as I am living now! I have suffered from migraines 

since the age of 15 as well and have found that my OSKA has helped with my migraines as well. This little 

device goes everywhere with me now. It has become as valuable to me as my cell phone. If I leave the house 

Oskie comes with me. I stick it in my pocket and off we go. There is no sound, no feeling or movement like a 

tens unit so there's no discomfort. The first thing I said to myself was , how can something that makes no 

sound, has no movement and doesn't appear to do anything work? Well it does! I have no idea how it works and 

I don't care how it works. All I know is that it does! It really really does work and the the results are 

AMAZING!! I love my OSKA!! 

– Lynda Newman 

 

Taking my life back from RSD pain 

I've had RSD/CRPS for 20 years. I've tried many meds, many treatments. NOTHING compares to the relief I've 

gotten from OSKA. My pain level was an 8/9/10+, it's now a 2/3/4 at most. I've been using OSKA for 3 months 

now, but my relief came much sooner. No more shocking, stabbing pains, no more migraines, I used to get 3/5 

migraines a week. I'm no longer affected by weather changes. My energy level has also increased. I've missed 

out on my family vacation the past two years because of my pain. Thanks to OSKA, I was able to go this year. 

Thank you so much for giving a non-drug, non-invasive form of pain relief that really does work. Thank you 

for helping me take my life back from pain. 

– Tracey  

 

Seeing results with Oska Pulse 

I have had CRPS since 2001. I have been using Oska for one month and two weeks now. I've been able to turn 

my Spinal Cord Stimulator intensity down significantly and with the help of Oska, I've even been able to turn it 

off with fewer side effects. Additionally, Oska helps keep my neck, back and shoulders happy while I do 

schoolwork at my computer. I've had more energy and I've been able to walk around the mall two whole laps 

with Oska's help. Oska sleeps next to me too. :D When I wake up with shoulder or back pain, I turn Oska back 

on. Use Oska as much as you can to see the best results! 

– Sarah Bosse  
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Mgt. of Lumbar Facet Arthritis 

I have found the OSKA pulse therapy to be the most effective way to manage chronic pain stiffness associated 

with my arthritis. I have been using the product for several months 2x per day have maintained a significant 

reduction of low back pain morning stiffness which I had lived with for eight years. 

– Robert W. from United States   

 

GREAT FOR FIBROMYALGIA 

Ive had it for a month. My pain level is getting so much better. Im going to buy one for my Mom with arthritis. 

 

- Saundra  

 

I WAS A SKEPTIC 

I suffer from Complex Regional Pain Syndrome CRPS/ RSD Reflex Sympathetic Dystrophy Disease. It is 

ranked as the most painful chronic pain that exists on the McGill Scale. I was skeptical that an Oska would be 

able to touch my pain level or that it worked at all honestly. I was given an opportunity from a fellow RSD 

sufferer to try the Oska as a trial for 3 weeks. I suffered from extreme swelling as well as pain. After only one 

week of using the Oska my swelling was nonexistent and I could see my ankle bone for the first time in 4 years. 

My pain level went from a 6 Resting to a 3-4 Resting depending on weather. I’ve used the Oska for 3 weeks 

and when it came time to give it back I had to purchase one for myself because I couldn’t imagine not having it 

now to use after having it and seeing & feeling for myself the improvement in my overall condition with my 

disease. I am thrilled to have found something that will genuinely help me. I am amazed that it actually works! 

Oska made a believer out of me!!!! 

 

- Kim 

 

HELP FOR INFLAMMATORY ARTHRITIS PAIN 

I've been using an Oska Pulse for about a month. I have rheumatoid arthritis and fibromyalgia and I think it's 

helping both. In particular I'm noticing that the all-over body ache that I was experiencing with fibromyalgia is 

significantly reduced. I used to be watching the clock for when I would be able to take my next dose of pain 

medication, now I sometimes realise with surprise that it's been 10hrs+ since I last took anything. I use Oska 4-

6 times a day -- I also feel like I'm sleeping better. (I can also vouch that it's pretty robust -- my puppy took a 

liking to it (anything plastic is fair game) -- you can imagine my horror, but despite the tiny tooth marks in the 

hard cover, it still works fine! :). 

- Di 

 

GREAT 

It has helped my Crps in my hand from burning, if I wait for 5 hours burning starts to come back so I use it at 4 

times a day.. it's much better than pain medications..very thankful 

 

- Cynthia M. from United States   
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LOVE MY OSKA 

I have Fibromyalgia and heard about the OSKA on Julie Ryan's blog. When I learned of the money back 

guarantee I decided to try it. It's definitely a game changer. I use it a lot on my back for one particular sharp 

pain have also used it in many different spots. OSKA is a very important tool for my pain relief. And my dog 

now has a pulsed electromagnetic device too for his bad discs. We both feel better! 

 

- Janet R Koester  

 

GOOD TREATMENT 

Having a joint injury secondary to Hypermobile Ehler's Danlos disease, I bought the OSKA for treatment. After 

reviewing the research showing it decreases inflammation. My pain management MD thought it was a good 

idea. It has helped my joint injury and pain, as well as pain from ruptured discs. I highly recommend it to those 

with either chronic pain or joint inflammation. 

 

- Leicia R. from United States  

 

OSKA HELPS TREMENDOUSLY 

I suffer from CRPS and use my Oska religiously. It helps with all sorts of aches and pains. 

 

- Elizabeth L. from United States  

 

FIBROMYALGIA, INJURIES, ARTHRITIS AND MEDITATION 

I purchased the Oska for Fibromyalgia and arthritis. Within a week I woke up without stiffness. I have 

gradually been decreasing Lyrica and have felt fine. The most interesting use I've found is my daily 

meditations. I meditate in a zero g position and I put Oska under my pillow. I find I reach a deeper meditative 

state and am more rested and restored. 

 

- Becky  
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ENDOMETRIOSIS WARRIOR 

OSKA Wellness I cannot thank you enough for literally giving me my life back! I've been using this little tiny 

device for 2.5 months, I literally cannot believe how much change I've seen in my body since using it. I love the 

ease and convenience of no strings attached and I can put in in my pocket and walk around my house or have it 

in the car with me (those with kids know we all live in the car daily). I've been battling endometriosis 11yrs and 

have never had such success with the fatigue, stabbing pain and pelvic swelling from other treatments I've done. 

I just went on vacation for 2 weeks and could keep up with my family without missing a beat during my pain 

cycle which has never happened. In this month, my fatigue was minimal, my baseline stabbing pain was 

literally half of what it normally has been all these years and my pelvic swelling minimal. I've had other 

positive side effects in my entire body, my sleep within the first week of using it was deeper and my back pain 

has decreased. I personally don't put it anywhere but my stomach/pelvic area and can still feel the looseness in 

every muscle of my body. I highly recommend this for anyone with endometriosis ASAP (and anyone with 

chronic pain) Thank you for all you have done so far and continue to do for the pain warrior community 

everyone needs an OSKA! 

 

- Nikki B.  

 

INCREDIBLE! 

I battle CRPS, fibromyalgia, sacroiliac joint dysfunction and a plethora of back issues as well as a history of 23 

surgeries. I have found the OSKA PULSE to provide amazing results in the above areas! I am now able to dress 

myself without having to lie in bed, but can now do so balancing on one leg! I'm also able to participate in 

activities with my young child and enjoy myself. The exciting part is I am only in my first month of using the 

device! I highly recommend Oska Pulse without any hesitation! I'm finally looking forward to a much more 

comfortable future, thanks to Oska Pulse! 

 

- Lisa McCabe  

 

AWESOME DEVICE 

I have pain from CRPS/ small fiber neuropathy and this has really helped me. It has even helped (more slowly) 

with an old nerve injury. I continue to use this daily and have am a real skeptic and a nurse practitioner. I was 

not expecting this to work, to be honest, and it does! I am so grateful. 

- Beth  

 

PAIN EASING 

Hi have had severe neuropathic pain in both hands after having spinal cord surgery have been on several pills 

over the last five years after using the Oska I have reduced my pain medication and am using the Oska up to six 

times a day and have noticed a reduction in my pain I wouldn’t say it’s a miracle cure but it is early days yet as 

I have only had it for just over a month so will continue using it and hope for more improvements. 

 

- Dave Hoare 
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HELPFUL MANAGEMENT OF CARPAL TUNNEL PAIN! 

The Oska Pulse is a great alternative to traditional pain management! I am a full time programmer and Carpal 

Tunnel Syndrome finally caught up with me. I have tried tons of traditional pain management medications 

without much success. Exploring all different types of creams and oils to help decrease the inflammation. The 

Oska Pulse helped provide an alternative to these pills and creams. It is very helpful in my day-to-day type 

intensive workload. When my wrist begins to feel tight and painful, leaving the Oska on for a few sessions 

really helps to calm it down. Its great to have a way to receive relief without medications! I would recommend 

the Oska to others suffering with CTS. It is nice to have an alternative to manage my pain! 

 

- Steve L 

 

HAVE FIBROMYALGIA AND THIS GADGET HELPS 
 

i use it on my upper arms at least once a day and the pain has considerably lessened to the point where I seldom 

have to wear a compression wrap on my upper arms any more. i haven’t tried other areas of my body yet but 

plan to. I know its pricey but if you have fibromyalgia you know the pain and its worth the price for less pain. 

 

Patti M 

 

OSKA DOES WORK 
 

5 Stars! I was partially crushed in a coal mining accident then underwent numerous surgeries to fix what the 

accident caused. Most did nnt help and caused more pain. After two spinal cord stimulator implants and back 

surgery, to fuse my back in 3 places, nothing was helping. Then Utah cops tortured me for being innocent and 

caused me to develop CRPS. The prospect of another surgery (DRG) while undergoing numerous Ketamine 

infusions for the CRPS was a Nightmar nes worst Nightmare so I started looking for somethin ng else. While 

reading the RSDSA website I came across a blogger who had tried Oska and had significant success. I ordered 

one in December, 2018. nIve used it for about a month now and I wholeheartedly recommend OSKA to anyone 

who has CRPS- or any other painful condition. Usually, I need a Ketamine infusion every two months or I am 

in absolute agony with CRPS pain. Ints been 3 months since my last Ketamine and I do nnt need one. While it 

seems I will never stop hurting the OSKA has worked very well for me. Hey, try it and see for yourself you 

have nothing to lose except your pain because OSKA gives a 30-day money back guarantee. nIm keeping my 

OSKA and may buy a second- i nts been that good of a product for me. 

 

Larry Watson 
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OSKA=ZERO INFLAMMATION 
 

I am an 81 year old Vietnam veteran with multiple health conditions. I have 

Type 2 diabetes, spinal stenosis, sciatica, chronic osteoarthritis, diabetic neuropathy, plantar fasciitis and 

cardiovascular disease. I controlled my pain and inflammation 

with over the counter non-steroidal ant-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS) such as ibuprofen. In 2016 I underwent 

angioplasty surgery and was prescribed a blood thinner which precluded my use of NSAIDS. Since then, I have 

pursued non-pharmaceutical treatments for pain and inflammation, which includes a TENS unit, Laser therapy, 

Cryotherapy, Physical therapy and massage therapy. All of these services and treatments provided temporary 

relief but required extensive time, travel and financial expenses. The common denominator in all of my 

conditions is INFLAMMATION. On a scale of 1 to 10, my daily pain level in my back, hips, hands and feet 

was between 

4 and 8. Within 48 hours of using OSKA and every day since, the INFLAMMATION in my back, hips, hands 

and feet has been reduced to ZERO. My search for relief from INFLAMMATORY pain is over. I highly 

recommend OSKA for anyone who is living with inflammatory pain. With OSKA’S money back guarantee, all 

you have to lose is the pain. 

OSKA=ZERO INFLAMMATION. 

 

Donald Latham 

 

SCIATICA RELIEF 
 

I had been fighting Sciatica pain that had been causing me issues for a while. I had been to a couple different 

Chiropractors, but they only provided some relief. I was at least able to get through work with their help. I had 

numbness in my foot, pain in my calf and in my hamstring from my Sciatica. I heard about PEMF and started 

researching. In my research, I came across OSKA... After reading reviews, watching reviews on Youtube, I 

decided to take the plunge and buy one. I started out using it 5-8 times a day. The pain was gone in a little over 

a week completely!! No numbness in my foot. I could start to do activities that I had been prevented from doing 

by the pain that I was having!! Before OSKA, I had trouble driving my standard transmission car. After, no 

issues at all!! It is such a blessing to be able to not only have the pain reduced, but to have it completely 

alleviated. I will sing OSKA Wellness praises to the end of the Earth! 

 

Sean G 

 

OSKA REVIEW 
 

Oska has helped bring my CRPS in my feet and leg from a 9 to 5. 

 

Sharon S 
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RELIEF FROM CRPS PAIN 
 

I have multiple pain issues. The biggest being complex regional pain syndrome or also formerly known as 

RSD. I also have fibromyalgia, severe spinal stenosis, severe neck pain from herniated discs, arthritis, 

degenenerative disc disease, both rotator cuffs are torn, chronic back pain and a lot of fatigue because of all the 

meds and these issues. Oska changed my life. During hurtticane evacuation is stayed on my lap for the entire 20 

hours straight drive__! It helps all of my pain , it also gives me energy and improves my mood. I keep in on my 

back the whole time I am awake. It has, I think, saved my life. It works on a cellular level and helps blood 

circulation and heal sprains, broken bones as well. I ca nnt say enough about it. I am a disabled RN who got part 

of my life back due to Oska! I would recommend to anyone with any pain or fatigue or depression! Sincerely, 

tiffany 

 

Tiffany D 

 

FROM DISABLED TO ABLED BY OSKA 
 

No Pills, No More!!! I wanted to reach out to you to share a few things about OSKA My Life and so Many 

others who have found solutions through the use of this amazing technology. In the last 5 years of my life, I 

have had many challenges.    Cauda Equina Syndrome (Tumor in my Spine that had to be removed).    Prostate 

Cancer    Bladder Cancer   Carpal Tunnel right hand    Severe Gout in right foot Each of these things has left me 

with residual pain for the rest of my life- Sciatica from Spine surgery, Gout which is terrible pain, bladder pain 

from cancer healing and now pain in my right hand from the Carpal Tunnel. I am now almost 66 years old and 

an Avid Golfer. I play 3-5 rounds of golf a week and tally about 20 miles a week in walking steps on my fit bit 

from all activities.    I use OSKA I HAVE TWO NOW Thank You!    For the Carpal Tunnel Works Every Time   

For the Sciatica Also Works Every Time    For the Gout Also works every time I live a normal life doing almost 

everything I wish with no more bottles of Alieve Tylenol Motrin in my pocket, my car, my golf bag. I quit 

drinking to ease the pain in bad times and stopped using a host of ointments, patches and who knows what else. 

I feel better have lost 30 pounds and wake up every day with a great outlook! I use OSKA under my Pillow 

every night and reset 3-4 times nightly. I keep OSKA with Me and use 2-3 Times Daily at my desk and in my 

car. Sincerely Thank You You Have Given me my Life Back! 

 

Timothy Branco 

 

2ND OSKA 
 

I loved my first OSKA so much that the rest of my family started using it and everytime I went to use it I 

couldn't find it, so we now have two for our home. I don't know what I would do without my OSKA, it has been 

a huge help for not only my endometriosis pain but also muscle recovery for my athletic kids, muscle injury for 

my hubby and other random inflammation. Thanks OSKA for keeping my family up and running! 

 

Nikki B 
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SCIATIC PAIN RELIEF AMAZING. 
 

I have struggled with hip and leg pain for two years with numerous scans, Physio sessions and specialist 

referrals. All of the Experts advised that I had bad arthritis and needed to manage my condition with daily pain 

killers and anti-inflammatory. After seeking an MRI it revealed a swollen lumbar L5 disc and a cyst pushing on 

a nerve causing the sciatic nerve pain down my leg and foot. I had an epidural with cortisone injection with cyst 

fenetration. Four weeks later the pain returns and that when I started using Oska. The specialist booked me for 

Another epidural procedure but I have not needed to. Oska started to work after two weeks and at the four week 

mark I feel 70 percent better. Secret is to keep using it daily. I have recommended to friends. Great service 

aGreat result for me to date. Thanks Oska. Steve W. Perth, W Australia 

 

Stephen Waller 

 

HELPFUL MANAGEMENT OF CARPAL TUNNEL PAIN! 
 

The Oska Pulse is a great alternative to traditional pain management! I am a full time programmer and Carpal 

Tunnel Syndrome finally caught up with me. I have tried tons of traditional pain management medications 

without much success. Exploring all different types of creams and oils to help decrease the inflammation. The 

Oska Pulse helped provide an alternative to these pills and creams. It is very helpful in my day-to-day type 

intensive workload. When my wrist begins to feel tight and painful, leaving the Oska on for a few sessions 

really helps to calm it down. Its great to have a way to receive relief without medications! I would recommend 

the Oska to others suffering with CTS. It is nice to have an alternative to manage my pain! 

 

Steve L 

 

AWESOME DEVICE 
 

I have pain from CRPS/ small fiber neuropathy and this has really helped me. It has even helped (more slowly) 

with an old nerve injury. I continue to use this daily and have am a real skeptic and a nurse practitioner. I was 

not expecting this to work, to be honest, and it does! I am so grateful. 

 

Beth 

 

GREAT FOR FIBROMYALGIA 
 

Ive had it for a month. My pain level is getting so much better. Im going to buy one for my Mom with arthritis 

 

Sandra 

 

HAPPY CUSTOMER 
 

Found Oscar made a huge difference with sciatica pain. 

 

Catena K 
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LIFE SAVER! 

Our 15 year old daughter was diagnosed with complex regional pain syndrome which is horribly painful. Often 

times she was unable to walk or even stand. Another woman who has the condition told me about the Oska. 

After 3 weeks of faithful use my daughter's pain was gone! Most days she has zero pain. I'm so thankful she got 

her life back and I tell everyone I know about how great the Oska is! 

 

Bonnie Heck 

 

RELIEF AT LAST 

I have had sciatica off and on for about 6 years. I have numerous things wrong with my back. The pain had 

recently gotten much worse. I was in physical therapy (again) seemed some better but having nerve spasms due 

to a pinched nerve that would sometimes knock me back down when trying to get up. I could barely get out of 

bed. I walked like a zombie for a while when I finally did. I was at the point where I was considering surgery. I 

am dead set against it but the pain had become unbearable. My daughter in law had left a magazine at my house 

when she was visiting. On the cover there was an article about chronic pain relief. I would have never known 

about the device if she hadn’t left the magazine. I ordered it almost immediately. It came in a few days later. I 

started using it that day. I use it from 2 to 3 times a day. I am not yet pain free but my pain level has gone from 

way over 10 to sometimes zero. Most days around 2 or so. I am so grateful I found Oska. I wish more people 

could learn about it. 

Dinah Raines 

 

I CAN WALK AGAIN 

Early April 2018, I had a fall at work in which I fractured my kneecap, surgical repair occurred the following 

day, and three days later I was back home. I struggled with obtaining appropriate pain relief post-surgery for 12 

months. Relief was finally obtained in a pain management procedure, however, the effects wore off within a 

further 12 months and I was again struggling with increasing pain. Rehab was a slow, painful struggle. Both 

hydrotherapy and a gym-based program provided limited improvements to my mobility and two years post-

injury, I was reliant on a walking stick and a leg rest when working at a desk, still unable to manage sitting 

behind the wheel and effectively physically unable to drive, and was determined to have a permanent 

impairment to my knee. At the time I was introduced to OSKA, I was on my second medication-based pain 

management trial, however, the impact to my cognitive ability was severely impacting my ability to work. 

Approximately 10 weeks later, my sleep has improved, my mind is clear, I am less fatigued and my pain is 

negligible, I have not used my walking stick for seven weeks, and the degree of flexibility and movement is 

almost equal to that of my other knee. Yesterday, I walked 4km over a two-hour period, and while I was 

starting to feel it towards the end, I did not lose any freedom of movement in the evening and felt no effect on 

waking this morning. 

GJ 
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HEALING AFTER COSMETIC SURGERY 

 

REALLY ACCELERATED HEALING AND TISSUE REGENERATION AFTER COSMETIC SURGERY… 

MY SURGEON WAS GOBSMACKED AT HOW WELL AND QUICKLY I HEALED! 
 

Nicole Martin 

 

AMAZING RESULTS! 
 

I purchased the Oska unit after my orthopaedic doctor suggested I give it a try. It arrived last week. I have been 

using it for about 5 days now on various parts of my body, both joints and muscles. This product is crazy great. 

You feel nothing and you hear nothing. All you can see is a little blue light pulsing. That's it. But the results are 

amazing. My pain levels have all dropped and things are slowly improving. Great product for athletes and 

active people. I wish I had known about this unit years ago. 

 

Tom Huppert 

 

IMPRESSIVE 

 

I am retired Army Vet with 30 years service. My wife is a homemaker and retired RN. My wife and I life long 

very active persons. We have both incurred back or joint issues. We have tried many remedies include PT. We 

are very analytical and skeptical by nature and training. The Oska has proven true to claims and other 

testimonies. Steelers and impressive! It makes a difference. 

 

Joe Batluck 

 

PEMF SUPERFAN 
 

I received PEMF treatments from an Ondamed practioner for many years; kept lyme in check, seasonal 

allergies went away, reduced low back pain and gave me incredible energy. When my person stopped 

practicing, I was unable to find PEMF providers in my area, so I began researching other means of obtaining 

treatments. OSKA is unique in size and affordable price point. I saw an immediate reduction in inflamation due 

to osteoarthritis in my hands and spine. So easy to use, what a gift for my body!!! I love it. 

 

K from MA 

 

EASY TO USE 
 

I have been using daily on my feet and my back. I put the pulse on when watching my movies. It is easy to use 

and can do it on my back with out help. It feels good to use it and feels warm. I can tell that it is helping 

because I am not in as much pain. One day was hurting on my left shoulder used the pulse for about 30 minutes 

and my shoulder quit hurting. 

 

Wanda Ivey 
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PAIN IN RIGHT WRIST NEARLY GONE 
 

I had tried chiropractic treatments, the maximum amount of over the counter pain pill s daily, and magnetic 

bracelets. Nothing helped until I got the Oska Pulse. Been using it for almost 30 days, 3 times per day, and I’m 

nearly pain free. I have osteoarthritis and this has offered me a lot of relief without prescription drugs and/or 

surgery. Would recommend to anyone in pain. 

 

Angie 

 

I GOT MY LIFE BACK 

 

I have suffered level 9 out of scale to 10 pain for two years. This was the result of a car wreck that necessitated 

a 9 level lumbar fusion. Due to continual pain afterwards the rods and screws were removed 17 months later 

after xrays showed them to be loose. My mental outlook was extremely low. I spent hours each day in bed to 

help alleviate pain. I decided to try the Oska Pulse despite my initial skepticism. In just two days the crippling 

stiffness in my spine evaporated. My pain level plummeted a few days later to a very tolerable two. I’m totally 

amazed at the level of relief I’ve attained with the Pulse. It’s a medically remarkable device! I’ve since told two 

others about it who promptly ordered one. Thanks Oska Wellness for giving me my life back! 

 

David Kellems 

 

OSKA REVIEW 

 

I have been using my OSKA electromagnetic pulse for about a month and I could tell a difference within the 

first couple of days. For years I have had back, neck, foot, hip and buttock pain and have tried many things to 

alleviate it.. To name a few; regular chiropractic treatments (he gives PEMF therapy a high rating) professional 

as well as personal massage, PT and pool therapy, TENS, hot tub, Yoga, MELT, Pilates, Inversion, bouncing, 

all kinds of stretching as well as other forms of exercise and multiple herbal and vitamin supplements and some 

OTC pain relievers. Some of these things worked, some didn't but I would have to rank my new therapy, 

OSKA, right up there at the top, along with my hot tub and chiropractor! It is amazing how just wearing this 

little device can make such a widespread difference in my body! I do still have pain but it is much more 

manageable due to the effects of my OSKA. An added and unexpected bonus is that I have more energy, 

perhaps because I feel so much better overall. I have been able to do things around the house that I haven't done 

in years due to pain. I ordered the small wrap also to secure the device above my ankle while doing the floors 

and for the first time in a very long time, by doing this I can now accomplish this task with minimal to NO pain 

which was both an amazing and welcome surprise! 

 

Linda Tew 
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OSKA WAS A GAME CHANGER 

 

I am in overall good health and don't have much pain but when I tried the OSKA electromagnetic pulse device 

for neck/shoulder pain - it WORKED! But this is not where the testimonial comes in. My elderly father had a 

herniated disk in his lower back from lifting a wet sand bag. My father is ordinarily a pretty mobile, active man, 

and could now barely walk (even with the aid of a walker). He was falling down frequently as his legs would 

give out due to the pain and was at risk of breaking bones and further injuring himself. He had literally tried 

everything with countless Doctor appointments: Physical therapy, TENS treatments, massage and pain 

medications and still no improvement. The doctors recommended surgery which was his last and least desired 

option. So during my last visit to see my parents, I brought the OSKA device for him to use. He was giving me 

feedback that because he didn't "feel" anything happening that it must not be working. I told him just to take it 

to bed with him, or use while he was watching TV - literally no effort involved just turn it on and place on his 

lower back. He finally started using it on a regular basis. I am so happy to say he is no longer in crippling, 

excruciating pain and is no longer using a walker or a cane AND he is even out in the yard now mowing the 

lawn something I thought he would never be able to do again! The OSKA device was a game-changer for my 

father and I can't express how grateful I am! Thank you! 

 

Lori Clark 

 

▪ HEALING AFTER COSMETIC SURGERY 
 

Really accelerated healing and tissue regeneration after cosmetic surgery… My surgeon was gobsmacked at 

how well and quickly I healed! 

Healing after cosmetic surgery 

 

– Nicole Martin 

 

 

▪ LIFE BACK! 
 

Our 15 year old daughter was diagnosed with complex regional pain syndrome which is horribly painful. Often 

times she was unable to walk or even stand. Another woman who has the condition told me about the Oska. 

After 3 weeks of faithful use my daughter's pain was gone! Most days she has zero pain. I'm so thankful she got 

her life back and I tell everyone I know about how great the Oska is! 

 

Bonnie Heck 
▪  


